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Project details

| Total cost: | EUR 13 232 029,71 |
| EU contribution: | EUR 10 000 000 |
| Coordinated in: | United Kingdom |

| Topic(s): | INFRA-2008-1.1.1 - Bottom-up approach: Integrating Activities in all scientific and technological fields |
| Call for proposal: | FP7-INFRASTRUCTURES-2008-1 |
| Funding scheme: | CP-CSA-Infra - Combination of CP and CSA |

Objective

The Optical Infrared Coordination Network for astronomy brings together all the national and international agencies and organisations which fund, support, develop and operate Europe's facilities for optical and infrared astronomy, both night-time - callssical astronomy- and daytime - solar astronomy. Opticon provides a framework allowing joint action to improve the quality of Europe's infrastructures, to train new astronomers, especially those from Central Europe, in modern new research methods, to develop innovative technologies to enhance research quality, to plan for future developments, and to work towards a strategic plan for Europe's future research infrastructures.

Related information

| Result In Brief | Astronomy looks into the future |
| Report Summaries | Final Report Summary - OPTICON (Optical Infrared Coordination Network for Astronomy) |
Coordinator
THE CHANCELLOR MASTERS AND SCHOLARS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
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CB2 1TN CAMBRIDGE
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EU contribution: EUR 755 698,23
See on map
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Administrative contact: Gerard Gilmore
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Participants
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United Kingdom
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Administrative contact: Soccorsa Le Moli
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Administrative contact: Thomas Henning
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Fax: +49 6221528240
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Contact the organisation
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Contact the organisation

KUNGLIGA VETENSKAPSAKADEMIIEN
LILLA FRESCATIVAGEN 4A
104 05 STOCKHOLM
Sweden
EU contribution: EUR 103,874,40
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Administrative contact: Dan Kiselman
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DEPARTMENT OF INDUSTRY
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Australia
EU contribution: EUR 391,451,25
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---

NATIONAL OBSERVATORY OF ATHENS
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Tel.: +30 210 325 6225
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---

LIVERPOOL JOHN MOORES UNIVERSITY
RODNEY STREET 2 EGERTON COURT
L3 5UX LIVERPOOL
United Kingdom
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**Administrative contact:** Sue Jackson
Tel.: +44 151 231 3279
Fax: +44 151 231 3202
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---

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES AEROSPATIALES
CHEMIN DE LA HUNIERE
91120 PALAISEAU
France
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**Administrative contact:** Jean-Michel Goulon
Tel.: +33180386765
Fax: +33180386869
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United Kingdom
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Contact the organisation
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Ireland
EU contribution: EUR 113 999.94
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Administrative contact: Andrew Shearer
Tel.: +353 91 493114
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Contact the organisation
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Contact the organisation